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Abstract
The current study aimed to determine the effect of using context-based strategy REACT on developing secondary stage students’ achievement in grammar, motivation and the transfer of learning on their oral performance. The grammar lessons in the first secondary grade students’ textbook for the first term were used, the teacher’s guide and the student’s worksheet were prepared. A grammar achievement test, a motivation questionnaire and an oral performance test were prepared as well. The study had two groups: one experimental group and one control group (first secondary grade students). The tools of the study were pre-administrated to both the experimental group and control group. The prepared grammar lessons were introduced according to the steps of the context-based strategy REACT. The tools were post-administered to the experimental group and the control group. The obtained data from the pre and post administration of the tools were analyzed. The statistical analysis of the data showed a large effect of the context-based strategy (REACT) on developing secondary stage students’ achievement in grammar, motivation and a positive transfer of learning on the oral performance of the experimental group students.
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Introduction
English is the first language of the six widely used languages around the world. In education, English has become the primary language of communication. It is spoken by billions of people all over the world. This important role of English has greatly contributed to the movement of teaching it as a foreign Language. Therefore, learning English has become a means of keeping up with the pace of the rapidly changing world. It is also the language of international business, diplomacy, and professions (Akbulut, 2007).

Every language in the world has its pillars and fundamentals. It is obvious that the pillars of English are its rules of grammar. To master any language in general and English language in particular, one, among other things, should learn its grammar effectively and know how to use it correctly and sufficiently (Larsen-Fensham, 2009).

The problem of grammar in the English language stems from the fact that it is taught in a separate and isolated manner and that it is not integrated with other skills or employed in a practical and vital way (Al...
Jamal, 2016). In secondary stage textbooks “Hello”, grammar is very often presented out of context. Learners are given isolated sentences to explain or practice the grammar rule, which they are expected to internalize through exercises involving repetition, manipulation, and grammatical transformation. These exercises are designed to provide learners with formal, declarative mastery but without focus on grammar applications and functions in everyday life. Many studies have investigated the weakness of EFL learners in grammar and attempted to improve it; (RafiK, 2012; ElSeoud, 2013; Raftery, 2015; Hameed, 2017; and Sarac, 2018). They used different techniques like humor, contextualizing grammar, games and cloud computing technologies.

Growing numbers of studies show that most students' interest and achievement in learning languages improve when they are helped to make connections between new knowledge and experiences they have had, or with other knowledge they have already mastered. Context-based learning is a pedagogical methodology that, in all its disparate forms, centers on the belief that both the social context of the learning environment and the real, concrete context of knowing are crucial to the acquisition and processing of knowledge. The approach is based on the firm conviction that learning is a social activity (Mazzeo, 2008; Perin, 2011).

Some researchers have sought to employ different teaching strategies to help learners to apply the rules of grammar in the English language. Context-based learning was one of them as it was the source of many strategies. Massey (2011) studied the impact of teaching grammar through writing context by the students on their performance, and the results were positive. Likewise, Weaver (1996) confirmed the effectiveness of teaching grammar in context more than when it was taught through traditional methods. Dean (2008) also provided many of the strategies that could be used in teaching grammar through context.

Teaching grammar in context will give learners an opportunity to understand how language works and this will improve their communication skills (Harmer, 1991). Context gives a more precise understanding of how to use the grammar, and provides accuracy in the studied language both in oral and written skills (Byrd, 2005). Context-based teaching will show learners how grammar structures function in context that will give them an opportunity to develop their comprehension of the grammar rules.

Using contextual learning in the classroom does not involve new tools. It involves new teaching styles and strategies. Teachers can maximize the outcomes of this type of learning by successfully applying context-based strategies such as REACT strategy in their everyday lessons. The strategy
is one of strategies in contextualization proposed by (Crawford, 2001). REACT has five stages which can be elaborated as follows:

First, **Relating** is the fundamental stage in contextual teaching strategy. In brief, relating is a process of connecting the material with learners’ experiences to their prior knowledge (Crawford, 2001).

Second, **Experiencing** has something to do with carrying out the material into the classroom in an attempt to give hands-on experiences. This stage is aimed at helping the students who have no relevant experience with the material that are going to be taught.

Third, **Applying** can be defined as the stage that gives opportunity for students to learn to put the concepts to use in a real activity (Crawford, 2001). Utomi (2016) states that through this stage, the students are able to solve the problem by putting the concept into action by answering many activities.

Fourth, **Cooperating** is defined as learning in the context of sharing, responding, and communicating with other students (Crawford, 2001). Zulmaulida (2011) claims that cooperating enables students to learn together; sharing their opinion and maintaining their responsibility for the learning goal.

Fifth, **Transferring** means learning in the context of existing knowledge, or using and building upon what the student has already learned. It refers to using knowledge in a new context or novel situation (Beaten, 2010).

Context-based strategy REACT has been employed to improve the learners’ skills and achievement successfully in mathematics and science such as in the studies of (Ültay et al., 2011; Demir & Demircioglu, 2012; Bahtaji, 2015; Ültay & Calik, 2016) but it was not used in teaching EFL grammar - as far as the researcher knows.

Student motivation is probably one of the most important elements of learning. Learning is inherently hard work; it is pushing the brain to its limits, and thus can only happen with motivation. Highly motivated students will learn readily, and make any class fun to teach, while unmotivated students will learn very little and generally make teaching painful and frustrating. Fortunately, research shows that there is a lot teachers can do to motivate their students to learn (Guay et al., 2010). Secondary stage learners need to be motivated when acquiring English as a foreign language.

Context-based approach aims to increase the enthusiasm and motivation of students in learning English through presenting its skills using authentic materials and everyday life situations (Barker, 1999). In context-based teaching, using contexts to increase students’ need-to-know, creating everyday life situations, and doing in-class activities play a great role in increasing learners’ motivation. The stages of REACT
strategy increase the learners’ motivation as it depends on presenting authentic materials, audio and visual aids, everyday life situations, role play, games and cooperating activities. In the current study, context-based strategy REACT is hoped to lead secondary stage learners to identify the value of learning grammar in their lives and consequently increase their learning motivation.

Transfer of learning is using previous knowledge in novel contexts. Fink (2003) defines transfer of learning as the ability to apply knowledge or procedures learned in one context to new contexts. Transfer of learning takes place when learners stop being passive note-taking and engage the material actively (Nilson, 2003). Different active learning techniques affect the engagement and general understanding of the immediate subject matter, which encourages transfer. A student who cannot understand how information can be generalized has more difficulty reflecting on how it might be used in new contexts.

Context-based learning strategies can be used effectively in transfer of learning; they present active and learner-centered learning. Context-based strategy REACT provides the learners with numerous opportunities to actively practice the learned materials. The present study aims at investigating transfer of learning grammar- using context-based strategy REACT- on secondary stage learners’ oral performance.

REACT strategy promotes the learners to use the target language in communication in all its five stages. The fourth stage of the strategy in particular is “cooperating” and it requires the learners to communicate orally and negotiate the answer. Various authentic materials like videos and animation are used. Grammar learning is only meaningful and purposeful if it is used in effective communication rather than for the mastery of individual language forms. Grammar should be shown as a means to convey meaning to achieve an outcome rather than merely taught as a set of items and rules. If learners are not given opportunities to explore grammar in context, it will be difficult for them to see how and why alternative forms exist to express different communicative meanings (Liu, 2007).

This study aims at investigating the effect of using context-based strategy REACT in improving first secondary graders’ achievement in grammar and motivation. It also aims at investigating the transfer of learning on their oral performance.
Context of the problem

The need to conduct the current study springs from the following sources:

1- The researcher attended some English periods in two secondary schools (Al Abbassia and Ismail Al kabany) in Al Abbassia district in Cairo. She noticed the weakness of first grade secondary students in the application of grammar rules. Examining the results of the monthly exam of the students assured that 47% of the students failed to get half the mark given to grammar.

2- The researcher interviewed two English teachers in each of the previously mentioned schools and asked them the following questions:

Which part in the first grade secondary English course is the most difficult for your students?
In your opinion, what are the reasons for the low achievement level of first grade secondary students in grammar?
What are your suggestions to improve students’ achievement in grammar?

In answering the first question teachers named some different areas but they all agreed on choosing grammar as one of the most difficult parts in the course. The teachers mentioned many problems with teaching grammar such as: students have difficulty in understanding and applying grammar rules- students do not value the importance of grammar in learning English- they face difficulty in differentiating the uses of tenses- they fail to use appropriate grammar in writing or speaking- the lack of suitable technologies and teaching aids to help in presenting grammar in an authentic and appealing way. They suggested presenting grammar in meaningful and interesting context to learners using authentic materials and audio visual aids. They also stressed the importance of helping the students to use the grammar they learn functionally to communicate orally and in writing.

3- The researcher reviewed previous related studies and noticed that many studies have been conducted to investigate students' weakness in grammar achievement and suggested different approaches to improve it; Ta’amheh (2014) used educational websites. Saker (2015) used jigsaw strategy and found it effective in improving learners’ achievement in grammar and Jendaya(2016) used the 5Emodel (engagement-exploration-explanation-elaboration-evaluation). Previous studies on grammar revealed the persistence of actual problems, in our Egyptian classes, in teaching and learning grammar in general and in using grammar rules for oral or written expressions. Other studies like (Abou Shaaban et al., 2011; Rafik, 2012; El Basel, 2013; Al Mansouri ,2014; Bani Hani,2014;
Emjawer (2016) also discussed the importance of improving EFL achievement in grammar.

Some previous studies also assured the importance of motivation in acquiring English as a foreign language and showed that lack of motivation affects the progress in acquiring the language skills such as the studies of (Tsai, 2013; Abdur Rehman, 2014; Ahmed, 2015; Aguirre, et al., 2016; Bedel, 2016; Wadho, 2016; Vibulphol, 2016).

With reference to the problem of students’ weakness in grammar achievement and the importance of motivation in learning English, contextualization using REACT (Relating, Experiencing, Applying, Cooperating, and Transferring) strategy could be an applicable strategy in teaching grammar. The stages of the strategy enable the teacher to present grammar in various real-life situations using authentic materials. REACT strategy was used widely and successfully in teaching math and science but not - as far as the researcher knows - in teaching EFL.

Problem of the study

The current study tackles the weakness of first secondary grade students’ achievement in grammar and in their low motivation level. In an attempt to solve this problem, the researcher used context-based strategy REACT to identify its effect on developing first grade secondary students’ achievement in grammar and motivation. The study also examined transfer of learning to the students’ oral performance.

Questions of the study

The present study attempted to find answer to the following main question:

What is the effect of using context-based strategy REACT on developing first grade secondary students’ achievement in grammar and motivation, and the transfer of learning on their oral performance?

From this main question the following sub-questions emerged:

1- What is the suggested organization and form of first grade secondary grammar lessons using REACT strategy?
2- What is the effect of using REACT strategy on developing first grade secondary students’ achievement in grammar?
3- What is the effect of using REACT strategy on developing first grade secondary students’ motivation?
4- What is the effect of using REACT strategy on transfer of learning to first grade secondary students’ oral performance?
Purpose of the study
The purpose of the study was to develop first grade secondary students’ achievement in grammar and motivation as well as examining the transfer of learning on their oral performance.

Hypotheses of the study
This study sought to verify the following hypotheses:
1- There will be a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the grammar achievement test of the experimental and control groups in the post administration of the test in favor of the experimental group.
2- There will be a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental group in the pre and post administration of the grammar achievement test in favor of the post test.
3- There will be statistically significant differences between the mean scores of the experimental group in the pre and post application of the motivation questionnaire in favor of the post administration.
4- There will be statistically significant differences between the mean scores of the experimental group in the pre and post administration of the oral performance test in favor of the post test.

Aims of the study
The primary focus of this study was to determine the effect of using context-based strategy REACT proposed by Crawford (2001), on developing students’ achievement in grammar and motivation. It also aimed at determining the transfer of learning grammar using REACT strategy on the students’ oral performance.

Variables of the study
1- Independent variable
Using context-based strategy REACT to develop first grade secondary students’ achievement in grammar and motivation and transfer of learning grammar on their oral performance.

2- Dependent variable
- First grade secondary students’ achievement in grammar.
- First grade secondary students’ motivation.
- First grade secondary students’ oral performance.
Delimitations of the study
The present study is delimited to:
1- Participants of first secondary grade students randomly nominated from Ismail El kabany secondary school for boys in Cairo in the first term of the academic year 2017-2018. First secondary grade students are supposed to have suitable mental and language maturity to acquire grammar in the light of context-based strategy REACT.
2- The grammar rules to be targeted are included in the students’ textbook; the units from 1-9 which are: the present simple and the past simple- the past continuous and the past perfect- if conditional (zero-first and second conditionals) - the present perfect- the verb +infinitive or gerund-future forms- using (should- shouldn’t- must- mustn’t) - the third case if conditional and using the articles (a- an –the).
3-Motivation in the following four dimensions: self-efficacy- task value-extrinsic goals and achievement goals.
4- Oral performance in the areas of grammar and fluency.

Significance of the study
The significance of the present study springs from the following:
- Using context-based strategy REACT in teaching grammar to EFL learners. REACT strategy has been used widely in teaching math and science but not- as far as the researcher knows- in teaching EFL.
- Helping English language teachers to present grammar lessons using context-based strategy REACT. The strategy depends on using videos, graphs, pictures, songs, stories, imaginative situations and real life tasks. It leads to increasing the learners’ achievement and improves their motivation as well.
- Emphasizing teachers’ role in encouraging students to use grammar functionally by adopting suitable teaching strategies.
- Stimulating English language supervisors to organize training courses for English teachers to train them on using different context-based strategies.
- Providing English language specialists and curriculum designers with REACT strategy to be taken into consideration in planning and constructing activities for secondary stage English language students.

Definition of terms
The following terms refer to the operational definition in the current study:
**REACT strategy:** It is one of context-based learning strategies. It consists of five stages which are: relating, experiencing, applying,
cooperating and transferring. It is used in the current study to present grammar rules for first year secondary stage students. It helps the learners to relate grammar content to the context of real life, experience the new knowledge, apply the new language in real-life situations, cooperate and communicate with others to answer different tasks and transfer the learnt information on other new contexts.

**Transfer of learning:** It refers to the students’ ability to use the grammar rules – included in the first year secondary textbook (the first term) - presented to them using context-based strategy REACT in oral performance. It is measured by the marks the learners get in an oral performance test prepared by the researcher.

**Motivation:** It is the inner and outer drive and enthusiasm that encourage learners to do some efforts to learn English as a foreign language. In the current study the following motivation dimensions are measured: self-efficacy- task value- extrinsic goals and achievement goals.

**Oral performance:** It refers to the learners ability to express themselves orally with smoothness and continuity of discourse without hesitation (fluency) in different life situations using the target grammar rules presented to them using context-based strategy REACT appropriately (grammar).

**Theoretical background**  
(1) **Context-based learning**  
**Definition**  
Context-based learning has been defined in previous studies and related literature. The following is a presentation of some of these definitions:

According to Hull (1995), contextual learning occurs when students process new information or knowledge in such a way that it makes sense in their frame of reference. He also adds that the mind naturally seeks meaning in context and does so by searching for relationships that make sense and appear useful.

Johnson (2002) and Powers & Guan (2000) agree with the previous definition adding that in context-based learning the brain searches for the meaning of specific relationships with our surroundings with the help of context-based activities. They add that educators have to be clever to design learning environments that can be easily related to real life.

Sears (2002) defines context-based learning as a concept of learning which motivates the learners to take charge of their own learning and to relate between knowledge and its application to the various contexts of their lives.
Bilgin et al. (2017) add that “context” may be a topic, problem, story, state, activity, game, trip or events we meet in daily life and can be used in learning. These “contexts” are enriched with texts, videos, discussions and classroom activities.

The current study benefited from the previous definitions in the reconstruction of the first grade secondary students grammar lessons using context-based strategy REACT. The activities related the learners’ prior knowledge to new learning, everyday life situations were used and the learners were active in the learning process. The researcher also used authentic materials and enriched the activities with audio-visual aids.

**Context-based learning philosophy**

Context-based approach springs from the social constructivist theory, learning is explained by Vygotsky’s theory emphasizing the importance of culture and language, and indicating that knowledge is constructed through social interactions (Wood, 1998; Fosnot, 2005; Gilbert, 2006; Nentwig et al., 2007; Bennett and Lubben, 2006).

According to Fosnot (2005) and Sumarmi (2012), constructivism learning is part of a contextual approach in which students prepare and develop their own understanding and comprehension of new experiences based on prior knowledge possessed.

One of the significant features of context-based teaching is the adoption of student-centered and active learning approach (Bennett et al., 2005). Learning ensures the importance of the learner’s experience and that he should be the center of the learning process. Learning takes place when the learner constructs his learning himself. Learning in context stimulates the learner’s brain to build connections between the gained knowledge and its applications.

When the learner relates the new information to prior knowledge in daily life context, learning becomes meaningful. Learners become motivated if they take part in the classroom activities, they learn better by experiencing and active learning.(Özbay & Kayaoglu, 2015; Ültay, 2012; Crawford, 2001). The present study puts into consideration the basics of context-based learning in the design of the activities.

**The characteristics and importance of context-based learning**

The characteristics and importance of context-based learning can be summed in the following points:

- The learners become self-regulated and active in the learning process. Context-based learning improves their positive involvement in the activities. It helps the learners to be focused on the lessons and attracts
their attentions to the topic of the lesson. They realize the value of what they learn in their lives (Ulusouy & Onen, 2014; Ullay et al., 2015; Ultaý & Calik, 2016).

- The learners create connections between what they learn and real life. Ummels et al. (2015) mention that context-based learning helps the teachers to connect the academic content to real life situations which directs the learners to find relations between knowledge and their lives. It also helps them to acquire knowledge in a

-Davtyan (2014) states that context-based learning focuses on problem solving strategies and directs the learner’s attention to solve the problems and questions they meet in daily life. Gilbert (2006) adds that context-based learning enables the students to relate the topics with each other and see the usefulness of the new learnings in daily life, increasing students’ interest and motivation.

(2) REACT strategy
Definition

REACT is a context-based strategy that enhances the interaction among learners and the other learners, learners and teachers and learning resources in a learning environment. According to REACT strategy learning is organized in an interactive, inspiring, fun, challenging, motivating the students to participate actively (Coştu, 2009; Últaý, 2012; Últaý, Durukan & Últaý, 2014).

Bilgin et al. (2017) define REACT as a strategy that helps the teachers and students to create relations between the new learnt concepts and real life experience. It consists of five stages: Relating, Experiencing, Applying, Cooperating and Transferring.

The definitions of REACT strategy show that it embodies the principles of context-based learning. The stages of the strategy enable the teacher to present the target language in context.

The stages of REACT
The strategy consists of five stages:

1- Relating: Learning in the context of life experience—everyday sights, events, and conditions—allows learners to then relate those familiar situations to new information to be processed or problems to be solved (Johnson, 2002; Powers & Guan, 2000; Crawford, 2001).

2- Experiencing: Learning in the context of exploration and discovery is the heart of contextual learning. Learners are encouraged to manipulate materials and reach conclusions themselves. Teachers help students construct new knowledge with hand-on experiences that occur inside the classroom (Bjornavold, 2000; Falk & Dierking, 2000).
3-Applying: Learning by using new concepts and information in a useful context allows learners to envision future. In contextual learning, applications are often based on occupational activities—ideally authentic, non-contrived, real-world tasks. Teachers can motivate students by making problems realistic and relevant to students’ life (Gerlai, 1998).

4- Cooperating: Learning in the context of sharing, responding, and communicating with others is a primary instructional strategy in contextual teaching. The experience of cooperating not only helps the majority of learners learn the material; it also is consistent with the real-world focus of contextual teaching. Working in groups helps students to solve complex problems with very little help (Powers & Guan, 2000).

5-Transferring: Learning in the context of existing knowledge, or transferring, uses and builds upon what the learner already knows. Learning to transfer familiar information to new contexts helps learners approach unfamiliar situations and problems with confidence. In this stage the teacher helps students to take what they have learned and apply it to new situations and contexts (Lent et al., 2001; Bransford & Cocking, 1999).

The previous stages of REACT strategy help the learners to identify their prior knowledge and relate it to the new knowledge using daily life events and situations. This leads to better understanding and improved achievement and consequently a better chance for the transfer of learning. They can apply the acquired knowledge in new situations and with other skills. The stages of the strategy also depend on presenting the information to the learners in social and cooperative context. The learners take part in the responsibility of their learning, they are motivated to learn.

(3) Grammar

Mclaughlin (2003) maintains that grammar can be defined as the rules by which words change form and are combined into sentences. Crystal (2004) expresses that grammar is the structural foundation of our ability to express ourselves. The more we are aware of how it works, the more we can monitor the meaning and effectiveness of the way we and others use language. Grammar enables the individual to deliver a clear message and understand and convey meaning correctly, whether in writing or orally (Azar, 2007).

Approaches to Teaching Grammar

There are several approaches to teaching grammar; the following is a presentation to some of them:
Grammar as Product, Process and Skill:
A useful approach was presented by Batstone (1994), who differentiated among three approaches to teaching grammar: as a process, as a product and as a skill, where the first two are on the opposite sides of a continuum and the third provides means of transition from the initial first one to the desired second one.

Teaching Grammar Based on PPP:
In this situational approach, a three-phase sequence, known as the P-P-P cycle, was often employed: Presentation, Practice, and Production. During the presentation phase, the new grammar structure is presented. During the practice phase, students practice using the new structure in a controlled context, through drills or substitution exercises. During the production stage, students practice using the new structure in different contexts.

The Deductive Approach:
Thornbury (2012) defines the deductive approach as starting with the presentation of a rule and followed by examples in which the rule is applied. Deductive grammar teaching is based on facts and statements; it is also based on prior logic.

The Inductive Approach:
Thornbury (2012) defines the inductive approach as starting with some examples from which a rule is inferred. In place of terms, the inductive approach is also called as discovery learning.

The current study adopted the inductive approach in teaching the target grammar rules of the first grade secondary stage student’s book. The inductive way suits the nature of the stages of REACT strategy; at the second stage -Experiencing-the teacher presents various examples and a passage from the students’ book. The learners participate in inferring the rule under the teacher’s guidance and supervision.

Teaching grammar in context
Context-based grammar holds an important place for effective learning. It will be more motivating for learners if grammar is taught in context as students will have an opportunity to perceive how the new grammar structures work. Grammar rules are also made easier if they are given in context and teaching grammar in context provides accuracy in the target language.

Nunan (1998) believes that teaching grammar in context provides opportunities for learners to explore grammatical structures; they make the task of developing procedural skill- being able to use the language for communication- more difficult than it needs to be, because learners are denied the opportunity of seeing the systematic relationships that exist
between form, meaning, and use]. In grammar instruction the goal is not to teach grammar rules but to teach how to apply them in language skills (Byrd, 2005).

Teaching grammar in context also provides a meaningful framework that connects to reality of the targeted language (Anderson, 2005). Many researchers stress the fact that learners need to experience grammatical conventions in various contexts in order to control and use them correctly. Context-based teaching will show learners how grammar structures function in context that will give them an opportunity to develop their comprehension of the grammar rules. In genuine communication beyond the classroom, grammar and context are often so closely related that appropriate grammatical choices can only be made with reference to the context and purpose of the communication (Nazil, 2011).

It can be concluded that teaching grammar in context shows the learners how the grammar structures work, improves their communicative abilities, connects grammar uses to reality and provides accuracy in both oral and written skills.

The following contexts are used to introduce various grammatical topics in the present study.

- Pictures / Charts / Graphs
- Video / Audio
- Stories / Personal Questions / Polls
- Problems / Situations
- Realia
- Real-life tasks Readings
- Dialogue / Role play

(4) Motivation

Motivation is a complicated psychological process. It starts with a need and leads to a behavior that helps move people towards achieving their goals (Melendy, 2008). Learners’ motivation has become more commonly recognized as perhaps the major determining factor of successful learning in general. The success of any action usually depends on the extent to which individuals strive to attain their purpose, along with their desire to do so (Utari, 2015).

Kinds of motivation

There are two different kinds of motivation: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation comes from within and is associated with the joy or passion that the task gives the learner rather than any reward it brings.
Extrinsic motivation is something to do with external factors associated with the task such as assessment. External factors can also be related to instructional strategies, learning conditions, educational technologies and other elements in activity systems. Arends (2008) believes that intrinsic motivation is usually characterized by behavior that is internally driven by interest or curiosity in a certain way simply because it gives personal pleasure or satisfaction derived from an experience, whereas extrinsic motivation can be characterized by behavior of individuals action by external factors such as reward, punishment and social pressures that come from outside the action or activity.

Chen (2012) divides motivation into two parts; they are internal and external motivation. He states that there are four characteristics underlying the development of intrinsic motivation such as self-determination (the ability to predetermine the purpose of self-performed or which previously owned), curiosity (the tendency to learn and know inside out of something that is quite substantially within themselves, challenge (a chance to get something in accordance with the potentiality of self), and effort (a skill that mustered to achieve something according to his expectations), whereas extrinsic motivation is a form of stimulation in the condition from the people around him/her. He thinks that internal motivation tends to be last longer than external motivation.

The current study is delimitated to four motivation axes: self-efficacy-task value- extrinsic goals and achievement goals. They include both external and internal motivation. The chosen motivation axes are believed to suit secondary stage learners and the other variables of the study.

**Techniques to develop Motivation**

The following techniques are used to develop learners’ motivation (Wang, 2008):

*Personal relevance & interest*

First, the material must be seen as personally relevant, interesting, and useful to the learner. In practice, making the material relevant usually means finding ways to present it in terms of authentic real world situations and problems that the students can relate to. Showing how the material will be used in careers that they aspire to be is also motivational.

*Choice and control*

A second motivating element is for the learner to feel they have some degree of control over the learning process. Relatively modest amounts of control or choice can make a large difference in motivation. For example, allowing some choice of assignment topics or formats, and having...
projects where the student can choose a topic of particular interest to them.

*Sense that one can master the material*

The third general motivating factor is providing the learner with a sense that they can master the subject, and that they understand the process to follow to achieve that mastery. These are best addressed by having suitable levels of challenge in the course and providing clear feedback as to how well students are meeting those challenges.

The present study uses the previous techniques to increase first grade secondary stage learners’ motivation. The stages of the context-based strategy REACT depend on using authentic and everyday life materials which arouse the learners’ interest and increases their motivation. The learners also have the opportunity to choose the activity or situation they want at the stages of the strategy. The teacher presents feedback to the learners and uses cooperative learning techniques to improve the learners’ motivation.

*(5) Transfer of learning*

**Definition**

Transfer of learning takes place between a learnt topic and a similar situation inside or outside the school (Carpenter, 2012). It requires realizing the relation between the previous experience and the current situation, then connecting the educational experiences together followed by relating them to other real life situations (Hinkell, 2001). Mayer (2002) adds that transfer of learning is the ability to use what we learn to solve new problems and answer new questions. It also facilitates learning new content.

Saavedra & Opfer (2012) mention that transfer of learning means using previous knowledge in new learning. It refers to using information and skills of a field of knowledge to transfer it at another one; it is the learners’ use of what they learn in school in their lives.

In the current study transfer of learning refers to first grade secondary students’ application of the grammar structures presented to them using REACT strategy in expressing themselves orally in new similar situations.

**Levels of transfer of learning**

Devet (2015) and Calais (2006) identified the following six levels for the transfer of learning:
1-Nonspecific transfer: It means that every learning occurs in our life is basically a transfer of learning; every new learning is related to the previous one.

2-Application transfer: It refers to applying the new learning in specific situation; for example after learning computer programming, this knowledge is applied on a computer.

3-Context Transfer: It means applying what has been learnt in new situations different slightly from the learning situations.

4-Near transfer: Near transfer occurs when a new situation resembles the situation in which the skill or knowledge was learned. Near transfer knowledge is usually repetitive, such as tasks that reproduce a process or procedure.

5-Far transfer: It occurs when the learner applies the learnt knowledge in situations which are different from the former educational situations. It is also called analogical reasoning. Far transfer tasks involve skills and knowledge being applied in situations that change. Far transfer tasks require instruction where learners are trained to adapt guidelines to changing situations or environments.

6- Creative transfer: This level is above realizing the similarities between situations, it is reaching a concept or using something new resulting from the interaction between new and old experience. Creative transfer includes fluency, flexibility and originality.

(6) Oral performance
Definition and importance

Oral performance is a crucial skill in learning a foreign language. It is very important to experience real communicative situations in which learners will learn how to express their own views and opinions and to develop their oral fluency and accuracy which are very essential for the success of second language communication (Astuti, 2013).

Developing students’ oral performance demands classroom activities that allow them to exchange ideas with each other, express their opinions, and develop learning strategies and communication skills for successful negotiation (Karfa, 2007). Students’ silence or lack of interaction in classes widely perceived as a serious problem. Thus teachers should constantly have in mind the objectives of providing students with oral activities in class and those students need stimuli to practice communication actively in the course addressing their needs (Cotter, 2007). Mita et al (2006) state that providing students with different oral activities in their English course will help them discover the importance of both grammatical and strategic competence; stimuli or attractors for encouraging them to develop their oral performance.
Using context-based strategy REACT, in the present study, leads to improving the learners’ oral performance. The strategy depends on using authentic and audio materials, cooperative techniques, various oral activities, instant feedback and many opportunities to the target grammar rules orally.

Method
Design of the study
The design of the current study is the quasi-experimental pre-post-test control group. Two intact classes were randomly chosen, one as the control group and the other experimental group.

The participants
The participants in the current study were two groups; experimental group and control group. Each group had 35 first grade secondary students- after excluding the students who were frequently absent- during the first term of the academic year 2017/2018. Two classes were chosen randomly from Ismail al Kabany secondary school for boys; students of the first class were chosen as experimental group while students of the other class were the members of the control group after being sure that they had the same achievement level in grammar by examining the results of their monthly exams.

Tools of the study
Treatment materials:
1- A teacher’s guide to present the grammar lessons using REACT strategy.
2- Activity papers for the students.

Measurement tools:
1- A pre-post grammar achievement test.
2- A pre-post motivation questionnaire.
3- A pre-post oral performance test.
To answer the study questions, the following treatment procedures were followed:

1- Identifying the organization of the first grade secondary grammar lessons and reconstructing their content using context-based strategy REACT. *Choosing the content
The content is the grammar lessons included in the first grade secondary student’s textbook. It has nine units and each unit has one grammar lesson. The lessons cover the following grammatical structures:
- Unit one: the present simple and the past simple
- Unit two: the past continuous and the past perfect
- Unit three: if conditional (zero-first and second conditionals)
- Unit four: the present perfect
- Unit five: the verb +infinitive or gerund
- Unit six: The future forms
- Unit seven: using (should- shouldn’t- must- mustn’t)
- Unit eight: the third case if conditional
- Unit nine: using the articles (a– an –the)

*Reconstructing the content: Each unit in the student’s book consists of five sections: listening passage, grammar, reading, critical thinking and communication skills. The part devoted to presenting grammar contains some examples and exercises about the grammar rule and statement of the rule on the right of the page under the title “Focus on grammar”.

The content was reconstructed using context-based strategy REACT as follows:

**Identifying the educational aims**
The aims of teaching grammar lessons included in the first grade secondary student’s book- first term- are:
- Presenting the grammar lessons to the learners using context-based strategy REACT, aiming at developing their achievement.
- Training the learners on using different stages of context-based strategy REACT.
- Improving the learners’ motivation towards learning the English language grammatical structures.
- Examining the transfer of learning grammar on the learners’ oral performance.
- Developing the discussion skills among the learners and with the teacher and encouraging them to communicate in English.
- Encouraging the learners to use authentic materials in practicing the target language, search for information on the internet and the school library.

**Preparing the teacher’s guide**
The researcher prepared the teacher’s guide to teach the grammar lessons using context-based strategy REACT. The guide includes introduction to context-based learning; its definition, historical background and advantages. It also presents the importance and steps of REACT strategy. The guide also highlights the importance of oral performance with reference to transfer of learning and encouraging students to
communicate using the English language. It also gives general directions for the teacher to present the lessons and activities with the required teaching aids and materials. The guide explains in details the expected role of the teacher and the students at the strategy different stages. Distribution of the lessons and time plan are included.

**Time plan for presenting the content**

The presentation of the content lasted for 10 weeks (two months and half). The researcher met the learners once every week for 90 minutes (two school periods at the secondary school). The first period was devoted to explain context-based strategy REACT; its steps, the expected role of the learners and the importance of cooperating and participating effectively in the activities.

**Table (1) Time plan for presenting the grammar lessons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>The subject</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unit one&lt;br&gt;The present simple/The past simple</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unit two&lt;br&gt;The past continuous/The past perfect</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unit three&lt;br&gt;Basic conditional (first and second cases)</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Unit four&lt;br&gt;The present perfect</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Unit five&lt;br&gt;Verb infinitive/Verb+ing form</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Unit six&lt;br&gt;Future forms</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Unit seven&lt;br&gt;Should/Shouldn’t-must/mustn’t</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Unit eight&lt;br&gt;The third conditional (if)</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Unit nine&lt;br&gt;Articles a/an/the</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Judging the teacher’s guide: it was given to a jury after clarifying its aim and they were kindly asked to validate the appropriateness of the teaching procedures with the content and objectives of the guide, the suitability and adequacy of the activities (The jury who kindly validated the guide and tools of the study were four staff members from the Department of Curricula and Methods of Teaching, Girls’ College, Ain Shams University and two staff members from other faculties). They suggested
Preparing the students’ activity papers

In the light of the aims and the content of the grammar lessons, the researcher prepared the students’ activity papers according to context-based strategy REACT. It included the different activities which were presented by the teacher to the class. Every activity is followed by the steps that should be followed by the learners and the necessary directions. Spaces for writing down the answers, notes or comments are supplied. Thus, the first sub-question of the study is answered.

* Application of the strategy

Before starting to present the grammar lessons using context-based strategy REACT, the researcher met the English teacher of the experimental class. He has been teaching secondary stage for 8 years. The purpose was to explain REACT strategy, its philosophy, stages, importance and teaching procedures. The teacher was enthusiastic and hoped to improve the students’ achievement in grammar. The teacher was given the teacher’s guide which included the grammar lessons presented using REACT strategy. The researcher also explained to the teacher the expected improvement in the learners’ motivation. The researcher directed the teacher’s attention to the importance of giving the students the opportunity to communicate orally using the target grammar rule as indicated in the teacher’s guide. The researcher met the teacher regularly every week. The control class studied the grammar lessons with another teacher who has been teaching English for 6 years. He taught them using the traditional way.

The following is a model of presenting grammar using REACT strategy:

In presenting lesson two “the present and past simple”; the following steps are followed:

1- Relating

This stage aims at arousing the learners’ curiosity and motivation to learn. The teacher usually uses authentic material at this stage. The teacher plays two short videos, the first one describes the daily routine of the queen of the United Kingdom and the second one is about the life and work of the late famous Egyptian scientist Ahmed Zewail. The videos are accompanied by written sentences. This is followed by an activity in which the teacher asks the students to talk about their daily routine, then they are asked to mention the names of famous Egyptian characters that were discussed in the reading and listening passages in unit one (students’ textbook). The learners are expected to demonstrate their prior knowledge about the rule and realize the relation between it and everyday life situations.
2- Experiencing
This stage aims at directing the learners to induce the grammar rule before the teacher explains it. The teacher uses the overhead projector to display a passage from the students’ book about Dr. Farouk El-Baz. The teacher extracts different sentences from the passage and asks the students to take part in identifying the forms and uses of the two tenses (present and past simple). The teacher then explains the rule using examples from the students’ life to highlight the difference between the present and past simple. The learners are active in inducing the rule and writing notes about them.

3- Applying
This stage aims at presenting different activities and questions to check the learners’ understanding of the rule. Real life activities are presented. The learners are asked to work individually and mention sentences about their mother’s daily routine and then answer another activity about the present and past tense (teacher’s guide p.12). The activity has 10 multiple choice questions. The learners are expected to answer the activities as application of the gained information from the lesson. Feedback is presented by the teacher.

4- Cooperating
This stage aims at presenting various activity problems and everyday life situations for learners to work in groups to answer them. In this lesson, the learners work in groups to talk about a living famous Egyptian character or a dead one.

5- Transferring
This stage aims at helping learners to use the knowledge they gain from the lesson to answer problems and issues from life related to the lesson. Tasks presented at this stage are usually challenging. The teacher presents different pictures from the Egyptian museum and ask students to volunteer; one as a tourist guide and the others as tourists. They exchange questions and answers about Pharos’ life and comparing it to our present life using the present and past simple. The teacher gives feedback and encourages creative answers.

At the end of the lesson the teacher directs them to answer exercises about the present and past simple in their activity papers.

2- Constructing the tools of the study
The following steps were followed to design and construct the measurement tools of the study.

a- A pre-post grammar achievement test.
The grammar achievement test was constructed in the light of the following procedures:
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1- Reviewing the Ministry of Education directives concerning the aims of teaching grammar for the secondary stage.
2- Examining the grammar lessons in the student’s book to identify the content and the learning objectives to be measured.
3- Identifying the division and shape of the first grade secondary stage grammar exam according to the Ministry of Education.

The aim of the test: It aimed at pre-post measuring achievement in grammar for first grade secondary students –the first term- of the members of both the experimental and control groups of the current study.

Constructing the test: the test consisted of 3 questions (3x10=30), the first question had ten multiple choice sentences. The second question also contained ten sentences that required rewriting using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning. The third question had ten sentences and the students were asked to find the mistake in each one and write it correctly.

Test validity: the first version of the test was submitted to jury members to evaluate the test in terms of (a) number of questions and appropriateness to the content and (b) suitability of the test to the first secondary graders. The jury members made some modifications which were taken seriously into consideration and were done accordingly. After the modifications were made, the test was mostly a valid one, as it showed that it measured what it was intended to measure as stated by the jury.

Test reliability: The test retest method was used to determine the reliability of the test. The test was administered to 35 first grade secondary students in Al Abassia secondary school for girls and was re administered by an interval of fifteen days to the same group. Then, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient between the test/re-test was calculated. The reliability coefficient was 0.89 which is relatively high. So, the test was reliable.

Timing the test: During piloting the test on the same 35 students, the researcher could decide the timing of the test. The following formula was used: (summation of the time taken by all the students) / (the number of the students) = 2100/35=60 minutes

Scoring the test: The total mark of the test 30 marks, they were divided equally among the questions on the test. Ten marks for each question and one mark for every sentence.

b- A pre-post motivation questionnaire.

The following points were considered before constructing the motivation questionnaire:
1- Reviewing the literature about motivation.
2- Reviewing previous studies related to improving motivation, especially those that are concerned with secondary stage students.
3- Reviewing some motivation questionnaires and scales.

The questionnaire was designed as follows:
The questionnaire aimed at identifying the effect of using context-based strategy REACT in teaching the grammar lessons of first year secondary grade on improving their motivation.

Constructing the questionnaire: the questionnaire had four dimensions (self-efficacy- task value- extrinsic goals- achievement goals). The items of the questionnaire were statements which indicated the students’ use of the four previous dimensions. The questionnaire had some positive and negative statements. Instructions for the learners were clearly written before starting the questionnaire.

**Table (2) description of motivation questionnaire**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation domain</th>
<th>Positive statements</th>
<th>Negative statements</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Self-efficacy</td>
<td>1-2-3-4-5</td>
<td>6-7-8-9-10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Task value</td>
<td>11-12-13-14-15-16</td>
<td>17-18-19-20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Extrinsic goals</td>
<td>21-23-25-26-29-30</td>
<td>22-24-27-28</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Achievement goals</td>
<td>32-34-36-38-40</td>
<td>31-33-35-37-39</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The design and correction of the questionnaire: The total number of statements was 40. Every statement had three responses (Always-Sometimes- Never). In scoring the questionnaire the positive statement was given the marks (3-2-1) and the negative one is given the marks (1-2-3). The total mark of the questionnaire was 120 marks and the minimum mark was 40 marks.

The questionnaire validity: it was given to the jury members to give their opinion about the following:
1- The clarity of the questionnaire instructions.
2- The suitability of the scale items for first secondary graders.
3- The belonging of each item to its domain.
4- The deletion or addition of items.

The jury members gave their instructions to change some statements which were done before preparing the final version of the questionnaire. They agreed on the suitability and validity of the questionnaire.
Pilot application of the questionnaire: The questionnaire was applied in its final form on a group of 35 third grade preparatory students in Al Abassia secondary school for girls twice with the interval of two weeks to achieve reliability. Holsti formula was used and the agreement was 0.91 which is an accepted rate. The average time taken to finish the questionnaire was 45 minutes.

c- A pre-post oral performance test

The aim of the test: It aimed at pre-post measuring the experimental group members’ oral performance in two skills; grammar and fluency.

Constructing the test: the test has four components.

1- Pictures: the test had ten colored pictures that presented different life situations. The topics of the pictures were earlier presented to the learners in the activities while explaining the grammar lessons using REACT strategy. The topics of the pictures were: daily routine, working as a tourists guide in the Egyptian museum, fairy tales, travelling into space, life in the future, attending a wedding, hobbies, a famous movie poster, pets and wars. The students had the chance to choose the picture they can talk about. The pictures were used to motivate the learners and arouse their interest to speak.

2-Guiding questions: some questions were prepared by the researcher for each picture to help and promote the learners to speak. The questions also gave them more ideas about the topics of the picture. It helped them to continue speaking.

3-A rating scale: the scale was designed to assess the two target skills; grammar and fluency. Each skill had five levels from 1-5 which indicates the learner’s mark on each item.

4-Tape-recording: a tape-recorder was used to record the students’ oral responses about the pictures they have chosen. This procedure enables the researcher and the other rater to rate the students’ performance later.

Test validity: the oral performance test was submitted to jury members in its primitive version to evaluate the test in terms of (a) suitability of the test to first year secondary graders (b) appropriateness of the pictures and guiding questions and (c) suitability of the rating scale. The jury members made some modifications such as changing the picture about war, adding more guiding questions and changing some words in the statements of the scale. They were taken seriously into consideration and were done accordingly. After the modifications were made, the test was mostly a valid one, as it showed that it measured what it was intended to measure as stated by the jury.

Test reliability: Inter-rater reliability was used. It was estimated by examining the scores of two raters; the researcher and the experimental
group teacher. Pearson correlation was used where $r = 0.88$ which showed reliability of the test and consistency between the raters.

Timing the test: the test lasted fifteen minutes for each student, five minutes to decide which picture to talk about, five minutes to think and arrange ideas and five minutes to speak.

Scoring the test: the total mark of the test was ten; five marks for each skill (grammar and fluency). The learners’ performance in the test was recorded. Rating scale was used to score the students’ recordings. The researcher and the experimental group’s teacher administered and scored the test. They gave every student a separate mark on each of the target skills (grammar and fluency). Each learner’s mark was calculated by adding the total marks given by the two raters and dividing it by two.

Grammar rating scale:
- 5: No grammatical or word order errors.
- 4: Good use of English with few grammar errors without effect on the meaning.
- 3: Sometimes grammar errors which cause misunderstanding.
- 2: Misuse of verb tenses and many word order mistakes.
- 1: Speech full of grammatical mistakes and word order errors which make comprehension difficult.

Fluency rating scale:
- 5: Speech is near to that of a native speaker with the ability to express ideas easily.
- 4: Speech is reasonable to some extent with the ability to express ideas with some hesitation.
- 3: Speech and fluency affected by language problems but communication is possible.
- 2: Speaking with great difficulty, much hesitation and too much silence because of language hesitation.
- 1: Producing meaningless words and inability to communicate ideas.

**Data analysis**

**The first hypothesis**

*There will be a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the grammar achievement test of the experimental and control groups in the post administration of the test in favor of the experimental group.*

After the post administration of the grammar achievement test on both the experimental and control groups, t-test for independent sample was used to compare the results as follows:
Table (3) t-test results of the post administration of the grammar achievement test on the experimental and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>Difference between means</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26.38</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>22.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (3) shows that the mean scores of the experimental group in the post administration of the grammar achievement test (26.38) is more than the mean scores of the control group (16.90). The difference is (9.48) marks in favor of the experimental group. The above table shows that the estimated t-value (22.14) is statistically significance at 0.01 level. The effect size is large (7.34). Thus it can be safely said that there is a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the grammar achievement of the experimental and control group in favor of the experimental group. This shows that the members of the experimental group developed their achievement in grammar more than those of the control group due to using context-based strategy REACT.

The second hypothesis
There will be a statistically significant difference between the mean scores of the experimental group in the pre and post administration of the grammar achievement test in favor of the post test.
After the pre-post administration of the grammar achievement test to the experimental group, t-test for paired sample was used to compare the results as follows:

Table (4) t-test results of the pre-post administration of the grammar achievement test on the experimental group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>Difference between means</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>post-test</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26.38</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35.61</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-test</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table (4) shows that the mean scores of the experimental group in the post administration of the grammar achievement (26.38) is higher than the mean scores of the pre administration of the test (7.15). The difference is (19.23) marks in favor of the post-test.

The above table shows that the estimated t-value (35.61) is statistically significance at 0.01 level. The effect size is large (6.4). Thus it can be safely said that there is a statistically significant difference between the mean scores in the pre and post administration of the grammar achievement test to the experimental group in favor of the post administration. The members of the experimental group developed their achievement in grammar after the application of context-based strategy REACT. Thus the second hypothesis of the study was verified and the second sub-question of the study was answered.

The third hypothesis
There will be statistically significant differences between the mean scores of the experimental group in the pre and post application of the motivation questionnaire in favor of the post administration.

After the pre-post administration of the achievement questionnaire on the experimental group, t-test for paired sample was used to compare the results as follows:

Table (5) t-test results of the pre-post application of the motivation questionnaire on the experimental group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation dimension</th>
<th>The mark</th>
<th>Post M</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>Pre M</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27.14</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-value</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25.76</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>15.35</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic goals</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26.33</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>14.87</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement goals</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26.50</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>105.75</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>63.58</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>3.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (5) shows that the mean score of the experimental group in the post application surpass the mean score of the pre application in each habit of mind in the questionnaire as follows:

1- The mean score for the post application in self-efficacy is (27.14), while the mean score for the pre application is (16.71). The t-value is (7.85) which is statistically significant at 0.01 level. The effect size is large (2.97).
2- The mean score for the post application in task value is (25.76), while the mean score for pre application is (15.35). The t-value is (9.74) which is statistically significant at 0.01 level. The effect size is large (2.50).

3- The mean score for the post application in extrinsic goals is (26.33), while the mean score for the pre application is (14.87). The t-value is (8.48) which is statistically significant at 0.01 level. The effect size is large (2.70).

4- The mean score for the post application in achievement goals is (27.50), while the mean score for the pre application is (16.65). The t-value is (7.76) which is statistically significant at 0.01 level. The effect size is large (2.30).

It is concluded that there are statistically significant differences between the pre and post mean scores of the questionnaire on each motivation dimension: self-efficacy, task-value, extrinsic goals and achievement goals in favor of post application. The effect size was large for each motivation dimension. The result assures that using context-based strategy REACT had positive effect on developing the experimental group motivation. Thus the fourth hypothesis of the study was verified and the third sub-question of the study was answered.

**The fourth hypothesis**

*There will be statistically significant differences between the mean scores of the experimental group in the pre and post administration of the oral performance test in favor of the post test.*

After the pre-post administration of the oral performance test on the experimental group, t-test for paired sample was used to compare the results as follows:

**Table (6) t-test results of the pre-post administration of the oral performance test on the experimental group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>S.D</th>
<th>Difference between means</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Significance level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15.29</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (6) shows that the mean score of the experimental group in the post administration of the oral performance test (8.87) is higher than the mean scores of the pre administration (4.53). The difference is (4.34) marks in favor of the post administration. The above table shows that the estimated t-value (15.29) is statistically significance at 0.01 level. The effect size is large (7.34). This shows that the members of the experimental group’s
oral performance developed due to transfer of learning when using context-based strategy REACT in teaching grammar. Thus the fourth hypothesis of the study was verified and the fourth subquestion of the study was answered. The main question of the study was also answered and the aims of the study were achieved.

**Discussion of the results**

The results of the study showed that using content-based strategy REACT had positive effect on developing the learners’ achievement in grammar and motivation as well as transfer of learning on their oral performance.

*Firstly, the results of the achievement test and motivation questionnaire.*

REACT strategy is learner-centered; it encourages the learner to be positive and active in the learning process. The learners cooperate at the stages of the strategy which encourages them to exchange information and help each other. They work in groups or pairs which creates friendly and motivating atmosphere.

The stages of REACT contributed to improving the learners’ achievement in grammar and motivation as follows:

*Relating* the new experience to students’ prior knowledge, everyday life” and their subject context.

*Experiencing* which provides opportunities for students to guess the grammar rule and take part in learning by doing through exploration activities to develop their intuition.

*Applying* which provides opportunities for students to perform learning by putting the concept to use.

*Cooperating* encourages students to cooperate in the context of sharing responding, and communicating with other learner.

*Transferring* encourages students to answer exercises and solve problems beyond what they have learned.

The learners are exposed to authentic samples of language so that the grammatical features being taught are encountered in range of different linguistic and experiential contexts. The learners study in a threatless environment which encourage them to think freely. The use of different audio and visual teaching materials such as videos, cartoon, pictures, charts, and graphs attributed in attracting the learners’ attention and increasing their achievement.

The teacher’s role as facilitator, instructor and guide has a positive contribution in developing the learners’ achievement in grammar. The teacher also always presents feedback and encourages the learners to participate.
The results of the present study agree with those of (Ültay et al., 2011; Demir & Demircioglu, 2012; Ultay et al., 2015; Bahtaji, 2015; Ültay & Calik, 2016) in developing the learners’ achievement using REACT strategy. Previous studies also show that context-based learning is used effectively in improving achievement; (Nazil, 2011; Wandasari, 2011; Kazeni & Onwa, 2013; Ulusoy & Onen, 2014; Ummels et al., 2015).

The results of the current study also agree with other studies which attempted improving motivation using different strategies; (Tsai, 2013; Abdur Arehman, 2014; Ahmed, 2015; Aguirre et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2016; Wadho, 2016; Vibulphol, 2016; Namazian, 2017). The previous studies showed the effect of using songs, commuter-based activities, natural classroom setting and the teacher and parents’ role in developing English language learners’ motivation.

**Secondly, the results of the oral performance test**

The results of the oral performance test showed that using REACT strategy in teaching grammar has positive effect on the transfer of learning on the learners’ oral performance. The stages of REACT strategy depends on the oral interaction among the learners especially at the last three stages (applying-cooperating and transferring). The teacher encourages the learners to interact orally using the target grammar rule.

The learners are encouraged to speak in a threat less environment where the teacher directs them to express themselves freely using the target grammar rule. The use of different audio and visual teaching aids such as videos, cartoons, pictures, charts, and graphs encourages the learners to express themselves orally (Astuti, 2013). The stages of REACT depend on cooperative techniques which direct the learners to interact orally to answer the exercises.

The oral performance test included pictures and situations similar to the activities presented at the stages of the REACT. Transfer of learning on the learners’ oral performance test is delimited only to grammar and fluency. The researcher believes that measuring the two chosen skills is appropriate for the variables, duration and content of the current study.

Some studies investigated the transfer of learning; (Egan, 2004; Jones et al., 2012; Martini, 2014; Buker, 2016). The results showed positive transfer of learning. In his study, Bahtaji (2016) improved transfer of learning through designed context-based instructional materials. The results showed that transfer of learning on different skills occur when the appropriate strategies and materials are used.
Recommendations
In the light of the results of this study, the following recommendations are made:

a- For teachers:
- Teaching grammar through context to help learners perceive the structures of the language effectively. If learners are given grammatical structures in context, they will be able to use it functionally in communication.
- Using authentic language and different audio and visual aids in presenting grammar motivate the learners to use it in communication and to appreciate its value. It also improves their achievement in grammar.
- Using context based strategies such as REACT may help in improving the learner’s achievement and motivation. Context-based learning activities should be integrated with EFL secondary stage text books.
- Impending pair and group work in the classroom activities urge learners to cooperate, to use the language in communication and increases their motivation.
- Creating friendly and threat less atmosphere in the classroom motivates the learners and increases their achievement. The teacher’s role as facilitator and guide is recommended.
- Improving the learners’ oral skills should be given considerable interest. Learners should use the target language in oral communication.

b- For curriculum designers:
- Preparing teachers’ guide based on context-based strategy REACT to present different English language skills.
- Training in service secondary teachers on planning lessons using context-based strategy REACT.

Suggestions for further studies
- Investigating the effect of using context-based strategy REACT on improving different language skills like reading and writing.
- Examining the effectiveness of using context-based strategy REACT with the primary and preparatory stages.
- Improving students’ achievement and use of grammar using various strategies depending on life, authentic and meaningful situations.
- Developing and measuring EFL learners’ motivation at different education levels using different strategies.
- Examining the transfer of learning impact on different language skills.
- Developing students’ oral performance and encourage oral discussion and self-expression.
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